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Our Price $27,500
Specifications:

Year:  2016  

Make:  Keystone  

Model/Trim:  BULLET Bunkhouse 335BHS  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Type:  Truck Camper

This Keystone Bullet 335BHS bunkhouse travel trailer offers triple slides
for added interior space, a front bedroom, and sleeping for ten, so bring
the entire gang along!The bedroom is just inside to your right featuring
a queen bed, two bedside wardrobes, an overhead cabinet, and a
convenient laundry chute, plus dual sliding doors you may choose to
close for privacy.Straight in from the door notice the slide out sofa with
overhead storage and booth dinette. Both can provide more sleeping
space and plenty of seating during mealtimes and more. The
entertainment center is centrally located on the interior wall for easy
viewing from the kitchen/living combined area.The kitchen is to the left
of the entrance and provides a large sink in an L-shaped counter. There
are overhead cabinets, a three burner range, and refrigerator. A nice
sized pantry is located just off the dinette slide along the road side just
before the bunk room entry.A side bath features a toilet, vanity with
sink, overhead cabinet, and tub/shower. The private bunkhouse
includes a slide out 32" x 74" bunk with futon below on the right. To the
left the same, and along the rear wall is a small dinette with overhead
storage, plus a wardrobe. You will also enjoy the entertainment center
as well. Near the front enjoy the amount of storage found in the exterior
pass-through compartment for all of your outdoor gear, plus so much
more!
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